BASIC COMPOSITION.COM
FRAGMENTS EXERCISE #1
Indicate F for fragment and C for correct sentences. If the sentence is a fragment, rewrite the
sentence to correct the concern.
__F___ 1. Driving is a precarious act which many people
Driving is a precarious act which many people do.____________________________________

__F___ 2. Oftentimes, people do not the state driving manual and do not the rules
Oftentimes, people do not read the state driving manual and do not know the rules.__________

__C___ 3. Not being familiar with the rules of the road can lead to serious accidents.

__C___ 4. Aside from the state laws, drivers practice many cultural codes when driving.

__C___ 5. For example, in most states, driving fast on the left side is preferable.

__F___ 6. If you drive fast on the left, then you should slower on the right.
If you drive fast on the left, then you should drive slower on the right._____________________

__C___ 7. Moreover, people oftentimes should pass on the right.

__F___ 8. Most states have specific laws about such things; however, some.
Most states have specific laws about such things; however, some do not._________________

__F___ 9. Another cultural code is that we just around the speed limit or below it.
Another cultural code is that we should drive just around the speed limit or below it._________

__C___ 10. The "flow of traffic" is determined by the average speed of the drivers around you.

__F___ 11. If the "flow" fast, then driving too slow may be dangerous.
If the "flow" is fast, then driving too slow may be dangerous.____________________________

__F___ 12. Likewise, if the "flow" slow, then driving too fast be extremely dangerous.
Likewise, if the "flow" is slow, then driving too fast may be extremely dangerous.____________

__C___ 13. Finally, driving outside of the cultural codes may be dangerous to pedestrians.

__F___ 14. For example, in a cross-walk, direct eye contact with any driver who
permits you to cross.
For example, in a cross-walk, you should make direct eye contact with any driver who permits
you to cross._________________________________________________________________

